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January 2020 Training 

 

Sales Funnel Fast Track 

 

 

Step-By-Step Sales Funnel Set Up Training For Your Resell Rights 

and Private Label Rights Products 
 

Consider this... 

There are lots of great resell rights, private label rights video courses or 
eBooks out there to buy to help you shortcut your product 
development. 

But the major complaint is that after you have a product, “How do you 
set it up so you can start selling it?”  Typically, it just sits on your 
computer waiting.  Months or years pass by and you keep thinking “I’ll 
get to that soon.” 

You’re stuck.  You don’t know how to properly set it up for sale.  Maybe 
you’ve tried to do research, scouring the internet or even YouTube for 
how to do this, only to come up empty-handed. 

You wish someone could just show you what to do so you didn’t have 
to reinvent the wheel. 

That's what this month’s training is about, and we explain everything 
you need to know. 

In this month’s training we review how to take any private label or 
resell rights video course or product and set it up so that it is ready to 
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sell.  After you view this training, you'll be able to take those plr and 
resell rights products that have been collecting dust on your computer 
and turn them into sales producers. 

  

 

The topics covered in this month’s training include: 

1. Getting started and the tools you need. 

 

2. Getting your Resell Rights or PLR product set up and organized. 

 

3. HTML editing basics you need to know to help you edit your sales 
page and thank-you pages. 

 

4. How to customize your sales page and thank-you pages. 

 

5. How to connect your download Page and downloadable files. 

 

6. How to set up your PayPal buttons and then add them to your 
sales page, so that when your customer purchases from your sales 
page, they’ll be automatically sent to your thank-you page. 

 

7. How to upload your files and test everything to ensure that your 
sales funnel works. 

 
 
TRAINING 
 
Access This Month’s Training By Clicking Here 
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